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In order to generalize the results of studies by the 

least squares method, an empirical formula was ob-

tained that determines the dependence of the resistivity 

modulus of a rail loop on the frequency of the signal 

current,  

|𝑍𝑡.𝑐| = 0.06 + 0.0094𝑓 − 1.07 ∗ 10
−6 ∗ 𝑓2. 

This formula in the frequency range up to 2000 Hz 

gives an error of no more than 2%. 

Based on the results of measurements of the insu-

lation resistance of rail circuits under various condi-

tions, it was established that the insulation resistance 

does not depend on the frequency in the frequency 

range of the ALS operation and remains practically 

constant. Its minimum value is 1.5 ohm.km. 

Considering the short lengths of the metro track 

circuits, as well as the relatively high insulation re-

sistance, the possibility of determining the transmission 

resistance in normal mode, neglecting ballast leakage, 

has been evaluated. 
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Abstract 

Encoding of categorical variables is required for solving classification problem using Logistic Regression or 

Support Vector Classification models [1]. Well known approach is to transform text values of categorical variable 

into 0 and 1 by OneHot encoding algorithm [2]. The approach is widely used, however the size of dataset after 

transformation is significantly increased and as a result more time and memory is required to fit the classification 

model. In current research it is reviewed the efficiency of different encoding algorithms and proposed the efficient 

one. 
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The study is conducted on dataset Credit Approval 

Data set which consists of 15 features (9 are categori-

cal) and 1 target feature with value 1 for positive class 

and 0 – for negative. The evaluation of efficient algo-

rithm is performed in steps: 1. Encode text values by 

algorithms described by pseudocodes 1-4; 2. After en-

coding build binary classification models using Lo-

gistic Regression and Support Vector Classification 

(SVC) algorithms; 3. Evaluate model’s quality by clas-

sification metrics: Area under the ROC curve (AUC) 

and Accuracy [3]; 4. Compare the metrics and propose 

algorithm for text values encoding. 

The algorithms are included in the study and de-

scribed by pseudocodes 1-3 guarantee that the size of 

dataset after encoding remains unchanged. Algorithm 

per pseudocodes 4 increases dataset’s size depending 

on value of input parameter. 

Pseudocode 1. Algorithm of encoding by the index 

Input: A - a list of categorical features; Data - 

[m×n] matrix where m – number of samples; n – 

number of features. 

Output: Data – matrix with encoded categorical 

feature 

Function Encode (Data, A) 

For category in A: 

Create dictionary D(k,v) where k – unique value 

of the category; v – index of the value in the list of 

categorie’s unique values; 

Replace text value by value from D where 

data[;category]==k 

EndFor 

return Data 

End Function 

The dictionary created by Pseudocode 1 (pic.1) 

will result that after encoding text value is replaced with 

number it is the 1st time met in dataset. 
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Pic. 1 Dictionary created by Pseudocode1 

 

Pseudocode 2. Algorithm of encoding by ordered 

index 

Input: the same as in Pseudocode 1 

Output: the same as in Pseudocode 1 

Function Encode (Data, A) 

For category in A: 

Make ordered list L of unique values according to 

average number of times the value is met with positive 

class of target variable in ascending order; 

Create dictionary D(k,v) where k – unique text 

value from list L; v – index in the list L; 

Replace text value by value from D where 

data[;category]==k 

EndFor 

return Data 

End Function 

The dictionary created by Pseudocode 2 (pic. 2) 

will guarantee that after encoding text value which is 

met more times with positive class of target variable 

will receive bigger number compare to value which is 

more often is met with negative class. 

 
Pic. 2 Dictionary created by Pseudocode 2 

 

Pseudocode 3. Algorithm of encoding by 

frequency 

Input: the same as in Pseudocode 1 

Output: the same as in Pseudocode 1 

Function Encode (Data, A) 

For category in A: 

Create dictionary D(k,v), where k – unique text 

value from list L; v – frequency the text value is met; 

Replace text value by value from D where 

data[;category]==k 

End For 

return Data 

End Function 

The dictionary created by Pseudocode 3 will 

guarante that after encoding text value which is more 

often met in dataset is replaced with bigger number. 

Pseudocode 4. Algorithm of one-hot encoding for 

top 2 text values of the category 

Input: the same as in Pseudocode 1; Top – number 

of most oftenly meet text values of the category 

Output: the same as in Pseudocode 1 

Function Encode (Data, A, Top) 

For category in A 

Get Top most often meet text values of category 

in the list L; 

For value in L: 

Create zero vector of size [m×1]; 

Replace 0 by 1 in lines where 

data[;category]==value 

Concatenate data with vector by vertical axis 

End For 

End For 

return Data 

End Function 

It is requried to note for Credit Approval Data set 

it is efficient to encode 2 most oftenly meet values of 

categorical features, however for other datasets that 

number may be different. 

An evaluation of the received metrics’ (Table1) 

reveales that the best model’s quality is received for 

algorithm specified by Pseudocode 4. 

Table 1 

Classification metrics for built models 

AUC - LogisticRegression Accuracy - LogisticRegression 

code 1 code 2 code 3 code 4 code 1 code 2 code 3 code 4 

0.89 0.91 0.78 0.91 0.84 0.91 0.72 0.85 

AUC – Suport Verctor Classification Accuracy - Suport Verctor Classification 

0.85 0.89 0.85 0.90 0.84 0.84 0.73 0.85 

 

The analysis for the reason causes metrics’ 

degradetion points out that encoding by Pseudocode 1 

- Pseudocode 3 impacted models’ equation weights by 

making it zero for most features (refer to pic.4 where 

left rectangle includes wieghts of SVC’s equation; right 

rectangle - wieghts of Logistic REgression’s equation). 

When most features have zero weights then they are 

ignored by model which is causing the lost of 

information, which cann’t be accepeted for dataset with 

retevely small number of features. 

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/credit+approval
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Pic. 4 Model weights vs model accuracy relations 

 

The results from conducted analysis allow to pro-

pose algorithm of one-hot encoding for top-n text 

values of each category (Pseudocode 4) which is 

OneHot transformation applied not for all values of the 

categorical features but only for most often meet. The 

growth of dataset after transformation will be much less 

compare to “traditional” OneHot encoder. 
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